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PROBLEM 

No programming language or 

 compiler understands 

data-oblivious computation
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ice_in_coffee_A = false; 
flavor_A = "hazelnut"; 
drink_A = new_coffee(ice_in_coffee_A, 
                     flavor_A, 
                     null); 

ice_in_coffee_B = true; 
additive_B = "cream"; 
drink_B = new_coffee(ice_in_coffee_B, 
                     null, 
                     additive_B); 

drink = raining ? drink_A : drink_B;

CONTROL FLOW
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WHERE WE ARE

WHAT WE NEED
Prog. languages for DO (usability) 

Compilers for DO (performance) 

Static analyses for DO (accuracy) 

Data structures + libs for DO (flexibility) 

Formal methods for DO (assurance) 

Domain independence (ubiquity)

Oblivious Data Structures (ORAM) 
DO ISAs (TinyRam) 
DO Formal Methods (PMTO)
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tmp = shopping[next_id];  
shopping[next_id] = raining  ? "umbrella" 
                             : tmp; 
tmp = shopping[next_id];  
shopping[next_id] = !raining ? "sunglasses"  
                             : tmp; 
next_id++; 

if (raining) { 
  shopping[next_id] = "umbrella"; 
} else { 
  shopping[next_id] = "sunglasses"; 
} 
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